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Congratulations  
for pre-ordering  

Believe…Angels Don’t Lie.  

As a part of your FREE GIFT

Angel Guidance Workshop  

is this sample chapter from  

the companion Angels Don’t Lie, Believe… JOURNAL.  

I designed the journal with the intention of holding sacred space to  

support you in doing what I refer to as your “you work.” This is the time 

and energy you spend on your well-being as you learn, heal, grow and 

evolve. This chapter is one of twelve that corresponds to the chapters in  

Believe… Angels Don’t Lie book and includes four journal prompts for 

you to free-write your thoughts, feelings and experiences. Please use this 

journal chapter as part of the Angel Guidace Workshop.

       

Be at peace knowing your Angels will gently help to deepen your connection 

to Divine love and connect you with joy.

     blessings Xx,

                      Jeanne
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Believe... JouRnal



our heart reveals the core of who you are. The Divine knows this truth and is 

always guiding you to experience challenges that form the essence of your life. 

This is because God is intent on building your character. 

 Choosing your path is your soul’s destiny; you can align with truth or with fear. In 

any given moment you can choose to go it alone, follow fear or to choose love, and in 

choosing love you choose God. God wants you to live with love, abundance, and joy. 

These are all readily available for you when you choose them. When you put into per-

spective that your life’s lessons, pain, and suffering are the challenges your soul must 

go through in order to remember, grow, and remain connected to God and Divine love, 

you can better understand that your purpose is to be the love your soul is seeking.

 Angels are guiding you even when you are not aware of it. Gently, without force, 

they bring things to your awareness that will serve your highest good. Books, music, 

art, cooking, classes, people—the list of ways the Divine will gift you energy to propel 

you forward in your alignment is endless. 

Your Highest  
Good 

Y
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ANGELS DON’T LIE



You have been gifted free will. Choosing your path is your soul’s  
destiny; you can align with truth or with fear. In any given moment,  
you can choose either to follow fear and go it alone or to choose love.

Share how God wants you to live with love, abundance and joy on the 
lines below.
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Your soul is here to be challenged, to learn valuable lessons and to ex-
pand from these moments.

Write out the current challenges you are facing and what lesson you feel 
is showing up at this time.2
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Love is the first thing you learn to forget. You were born with pure love, 
but it began to fade through your exposure to other viewpoints from 
your family, friends, and others. Their fears slip in and begin to manipu-
late your thoughts.

Describe the conditioned view points you were taught early on that don’t 
resonate with your soul’s truths.
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When you see or feel someone’s fear, you can inadvertently take that 
fear on without being aware of it. You then begin to react to that 
sponged-up fear. All of a sudden, without warning, your reactions are 
bigger than you are. Your feelings and emotions get conjumbled up.

Think of a time when you felt someone else’s fears. How did you feel? 
How did you react? 
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